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Content Moderation

�Processes that determine which posts are allowed

�Black-box

�Difficult to form accurate mental model of content curation

�Lack of transparency => Decrease users’ trust
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Improving Transparency -> Explanations
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Potential Role of Explanations

�Help users understand their mistakes

�Provide instructions on how to complete certain tasks

�Cost: Someone must spend time delivering explanations
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Should moderators provide removal 
explanations?
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Main Contribution

�Evidence that offering explanations can help improve user behaviors

�Moderation should also be educational, not just punitive
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Why Reddit?

�More than a million subcommunities

�Each subreddit has independent moderation

�Rich site for studying the diversity of explanations and effects
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Research Questions

�What types of post removal explanations are typically provided to 
users?

�How does providing explanations affect the future posting activity of 
users? 

�How does providing explanations affect the future post removals? 
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Related Work

�Impact of content moderation on end-users
�Seering et al., Lampe et al.

�Evaluating legitimacy based on impact of human rights values
�Suzor et al., Sloval et al., West

�Use of automated tools for content moderation
�Long et al., Geiger & Ribers, Asthana & Halfaker
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Data Preparation
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Focus: Reddit submissions
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Data

�32 Million Submissions

�Extracted removal explanations for removed posts:
�213K explanation messages
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Explanation Comment Example
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RQ 1: What types of post removal explanations 
are typically provided to users?
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Topic Modeling of Explanation Comments

�LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)

�Each explanation as a document

�Chose k, no. of topics, based on perplexity
�k = 28
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LDA Results (topic frequency in brackets)

�Reason why removal occurred:
�e.g., Low karma (6.48%)

�Cushioning against dissatisfaction from removal:
�e.g., Removal is unfortunate (4.93%) 

�Educating beyond specific post:
�e.g., Check rules in the sidebar (4.24%)
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Who Provides Explanations?

�Human moderators.

�Automated Tools.
�58% of all explanations.
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RQ 2: How does providing explanations affect the 
future posting activity of users? 

RQ 3: How does providing explanations affect the 
future post removals? 
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Binomial Regression Models
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Dependent Variables

�Future Submission (RQ 2)
�Binary variable.

�For each <u, s> pair, whether the user u has a submission in s in the future.

�Future Removal (RQ 3)
�Binary variable.

�For each <u, s> pair, whether the user u has a submission in s in the future that 
was removed.
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Control Variables: Subreddit Variables

�# Subreddit Subscribers

�# Subreddit Submissions

�Net Subreddit Removal Rate
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Control Variables: Post History Variables

�Past Submissions by user u in subreddit s

�Avg. Past Score

�Avg. Past Comments
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Independent Variables

�Past Removal Rate for (u, s)

�Explanation Rate

�Explanation by Bot Rate
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Findings: Future Submission
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Reporting the results

�Odds ratios percentage
�Percentage change in the odds of DV when an IV is increased by one SD
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Observations

Independent Variable (1 SD increase) Posting in the future
Past Removal Rate 2.2% lower odds***

29Nagelkerke R Square = 0.191

Higher past removals  ~ Lower future posts



Observations

Independent Variable (1 SD increase) Posting in the future

Explanation Rate 1.2% lower odds***

30Nagelkerke R Square = 0.267

Higher explanations ~ Lower future posts



Observations

Independent Variable (1 SD increase) Posting in the future

Explanation by Bot Rate 26.4% higher odds***

31Nagelkerke R Square = 0.327

Higher explanations by bots  ~ Higher future posts



Findings: Future Removal
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Observations

Independent Variable 
(1 SD increase)

Post removals in the future

Past Removal Rate 96.8% higher odds***
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Nagelkerke R Square = 0.378

Higher past removals  ~ Higher future removals



Observations

Independent Variable 
(1 SD increase)

Post removals in the future

Explanation Rate 6.5% lower odds***

34
Nagelkerke R Square = 0.187

Higher explanations  ~ Lower future removals



Observations

Independent Variable 
(1 SD increase)

Post removals in the future

Explanation Rate 6.5% lower odds***

35
Nagelkerke R Square = 0.187

Good News for Moderators who provide explanations!



Observations

Independent Variable 
(1 SD increase)

Post removals in the future

Explanation by Bot Rate No sign. effect

36Nagelkerke R Square = 0.231



Takeaways
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Removal Explanations Help Users Learn Social 
Norms

�Direct feedback

�Which rule is broken

�Public posting

�Linked to reduction in post removals
�Reduced workload for moderators

�Moderation should also play an educational role
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How should Removal Explanations be provided?: 
Human moderators versus automated tools

�Human mods have no advantage for reducing future post removals

�Opportunity for deploying tools for explanations
�Explainable AI
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Regression Results – Future Submissions
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Regression Results – Future Removals
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Subreddit Models
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Explanation Flair Example
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Explanation Flair Example
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Explanation Flairs
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For each (user u, subreddit s):

Moderation decisions + removal explanations for 
prior posts by u in s
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Future posting behavior 
by u in s


